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Name:………………………………………………
Form:………………………………………………

English: ‘Oliver Twist’

Key words
morality – a code of right and wrong. People
Key quotations
who try to be good can be called moral and
Chapter 1: The narrator about Oliver’s birth people who do bad things can be called
‘despised by all, and pitied by none’
immoral.
Chapter 2: Oliver asking for more food
vulnerable – in a situation in which you could
‘”Please sir, I want some more”’
be easily harmed. People living on the streets
are vulnerable.
Chapter 3: Oliver crying for help
‘”Everybody hates me’”
brutal – very violent or cruel.
Chapter 6: Noah bullying Oliver
corrupt – a word used to describe a person
‘”Work’us”’
who uses their power in a dishonest or illegal
way in order to make life better for themselves.
Chapter 8: Introducing The Artful Dodger
villain – a ‘baddie’ who harms other people or
‘He wore a man’s coat, which reached
breaks the law to get what they want.
nearly to his heels’
malicious – meant to hurt or upset someone.
Chapter 8: Describing Victorian London
victim – someone who has been harmed, often
‘the air was impregnated with filthy
by other people.
odours’
naïve – If someone is naïve if they don’t have
Chapter 8: Introducing Fagin
experience of how complicated life can be
‘villainous-looking and repulsive face’
and therefore trust people too much.
Chapter 10: Oliver gets caught
solitary – describing someone or something as
“’Stop, thief!’”
alone, lonely, on their own.
Chapter 11: Oliver in the courthouse
workhouse – a place where people who
‘”None of your tricks here, you young
couldn’t support themselves were sent to live
vagabond’”
and work.
Chapter 13: Introducing Bill Sikes
Background information
‘stoutly built fellow of about five-and-thirty’
‘Oliver Twist’ was written in 1837-39.
Chapter 15: Bill and his dog
“’Keep quiet, you warmint!’”
Chapter 22: Oliver is in trouble
‘”Get up or I’ll strew your brains upon the
grass’”
Chapter 47: Bill is angry at Nancy
‘”you she devil”’

It was written by Charles Dickens.
It was written during the Victorian era, when
Queen Victoria was the monarch.

Characters
Oliver
He is a ‘pale, thin’ orphan who is treated badly by
almost everyone he meets. He tries his best to be a
good person and experiences ‘horror and alarm’
whenever he sees crimes being committed.
Mr. Bumble
The man who runs the workhouse and gives Oliver
his name. He is ‘a fat man’ who enjoys power and
doesn’t care about the people beneath him.
Noah Claypole
A ‘malicious and ill-conditioned’ boy who bullies
Oliver at the undertakers.
Fagin
An old man who runs the gang of pickpockets. He
seems kind but his ‘villainous-looking and repulsive
face’ reflects his selfish nature as he gets young boys
to do his dirty work for him.
Jack Dawkins (The Artful Dodger)
A young boy who introduces Oliver to Fagin’s gang
who has ‘all the airs and manners of a man’. He’s
confident and cunning.
Bill Sikes
A ’rough man’ who has been a criminal for many
years. He beats his dog viciously.
Nancy
Bill’s girlfriend who risks her life to help Oliver escape
from the gang. She loves Bill even though he treats
her abusively and she feels guilty about the life of
crime she has led.

Charles Dickens had to work in harsh conditions
Mr. Brownlow
as a child when his father was sent to prison.
A wealthy older gentleman who takes Oliver in and
looks after him. He believes in Oliver’s goodness
Dickens wanted to criticise a new change to
even when it looks like Oliver has stolen from him
The Poor Law which happened in 1834 and
created more workhouses and show how hard and eventually finds out the truth about Oliver’s
parents.
life was for poor people.

Maths – Unit 4 – Positive and negative numbers – Knowledge organiser
Section A: Facts and definitions: Look, Cover, Write, Check

Positive number

Section A: Facts and definitions – LOOK, COVER, WRITE, CHECK
Any number greater
Negative
Any number smaller than zero
than zero
number
For example:
For example:
-0.7, -5, -72, −
1, 2, 3.7, 101,

Integer

A whole number
Examples: 4, 199, -56, -8

What is the
absolute value
of a number?

It’s distance from 0
For example:
-4 & 4 both have an absolute value of 4
-12 & 12 both have an absolute value of
12
Adding a positive number

Subtraction can be seen as

Adding a negative
number

A positive number
multiplied by a positive
number is…

Positive

A positive number
multiplied by a negative
number is…

Negative

Subtracting a
negative
number is the
same as…
Adding a
negative
number is the
same as…
≠ means

A negative number
multiplied by a negative
number is…
A negative number
multiplied by a positive
number is…
Number line

Positive

≥ means

Negative

≤ means

Zero pairs

A positive counter with a negative counter cancel out to make zero

Subtracting a positive number

Not equal to
For example:
7 ≠ 8 and 8 ≠ 7
More than or equal to
For example:
8 ≥ 7 but also 8 ≥ 8
Less than or equal to
For example:
7 ≤ 8 but also 8 ≤ 8

Section B: Concepts, Methods and Skills
1) Read the Concept/Topic/Skill AND the Example.
2) Attempt the Practice Question at the BACK of your HOMEWORK book. If you get the answer correct, move onto
the next [the answers are at the bottom].
3) If you get a practice question WRONG, log into Hegarty Maths, watch the video, take notes, and complete the
quiz on the Hegarty task provided at the BACK of your HOMEWORK BOOK.
Remember, the best way to get better at Maths is to practice Maths.
Concept/Method/
Skill
How do you
compare negative
numbers?
How do you add a
negative number?

How do you
subtract a negative
number?
How do you
multiply negative
and positive
numbers?

How do you divide
negative and
positive numbers?

Example

Practice Question

8 > -8
-12 < -4
6 ≤6
11 ≥ 10
Adding a negative number is the same as subtracting a
positive number
3 + − 6 = −3
10 + − 4 = 6
−5 + −7 = −12
Subtracting a negative number is the same as adding a
positive number
3−−6 = 9
10 − − 4 = 14
−7 − −5 = −2
A positive × a positive is a positive
3 × 4 = 12
6 × 12 = 72
A positive × a negative is a negative
5 × −2 = −10
8 × −3 = −24
A negative × a positive is a negative
−9 × 2 = −18
−4 × 10 = −40
A negative × a negative is a positive
−9 × -2 = 18
−2 × - 10 = 20

1) Fill in the gaps
a) 4 ___ -5
b) -8 ___ 8

A positive ÷ a positive is a positive
12 ÷ 4 = 3
15 ÷ 3 = 5
A positive ÷ a negative is a negative
10 ÷ −2 = −5
-24 ÷ 3 = 8
A negative ÷ a positive is a negative
−9 ÷ 3 = −3
−20 ÷ 2 = −10
A negative ÷ a negative is a positive
−9 ÷ −3 = 3
−25 ÷ −5 = 5

Hegarty
Clip No:
37

2) True or false:
𝑎) 5 + − 6 = 1
𝑏) 3 + −1 = 2
𝑐) − 4 + −4 = 0

39

3) True or false?
𝑎) 5 − − 6 = 11
𝑏) 3 − −1 = −4
𝑐) − 5 − −3 = 8

40

4)
a) 6 × 4 =
b) -6 × 5 =
c) -5 × -6 =
d) 10 × – 5 =

42

4)
a) 6 ÷ 2 =
b) -6 ÷ 3 =
c) -15 ÷ -3 =
d) 40 ÷ – 5 =

43

Answers:
(1a) 4 > - 5 (1b) -8 < (2a) False, it should be -1 (2b) True (2c) False, it should be -8 (3a) True (3b) False, it should be 4
(3c) False, it should be -2. (4a) 24 (4b) -30 (4c) 30 (4d) -50 (5a) 3 (5b) – 2 (5c) 5 (5d) – 8

Maths – Unit 5 – Expressions, Equations, & Inequalities – Knowledge organiser
Section A: Facts and definitions: Look, Cover, Write, Check
A letter used for a value we do not
know. E.g. n, 𝑥, 𝑦

Factorise

Constant

A value that we do know and does
not change
e.g. 3, 5, , -10

Equation

Coefficient

A number placed before
multiplying the variable. E.g. the
coefficient of 3𝑛 is 3.

Bar model

Expression

A mathematical statement with
letters and/or numbers that is not
equal to anything; we do not use
the ‘=’ sign
To replace a variable with a
constant e.g.

Inverse
operation

Evaluate

To find the value of something

Inequality

Equivalent

Two or more expressions are
equivalent if they mean the same
thing e.g. 5 + 4 = 3 + 6

Satisfy

Term

A constant or variable in an
expression, separated by
operations.
When multiplying out a pair of
brackets, multiply the coefficient
by each term separately e.g.
4(8 + 9) = 4 × 8 + 4 × 9
32 + 36 = 68

Simplify

To express an expression in its simplest form.
2b + 7b – 4b = 5b

Expand

To multiply a coefficient by two or more terms
in brackets, which removes the brackets e.g.
5(𝑏 + 10) = 5 × 𝑏 + 5 × 10
5𝑏 + 50

Variable

Substitution

Distributive
property

Balancing

To write an expression as a product of two or
more factors. An expression that has been
factorised is usually written using brackets.
E.g. 2𝑥 + 6 = 2(𝑥 + 3)
A mathematical statement involving an equals
sign written to solve a problem e.g.
5𝑥 − 7 = 33
8𝑎 + 3 = 11
A method of visually representing equations
e.g.

Addition and subtraction are inverse
operations.
Multiplication and division are inverse
operations.
When we apply one inverse operation to one
side of an equation, we must do the same to
the other side e.g.
2𝑥 + 5 = 9
2𝑥 + 5 − 5 = 9 − 5
2𝑥 = 4
An inequality shows that two expressions are
not equal e.g.
9 + 5𝑥 > 19
This means that 9 + 5𝑥 is greater than 19
A value or values satisfy an inequality when
they are true for that inequality.
For the inequality 𝑎 > 15, all values greater
than 15 satisfy that inequality.

Section B: Concepts, Methods and Skills
1) Read the Concept/Topic/Skill AND the Example.
2) Attempt the Practice Question at the BACK of your HOMEWORK book. If you get the answer correct, move onto
the next [the answers are at the bottom].
3) If you get a practice question WRONG, log into Hegarty Maths, watch the video, take notes, and complete the
quiz on the Hegarty task provided at the BACK of your HOMEWORK BOOK.
Remember, the best way to get better at Maths is to practice Maths.

Concept/Method
/Skill
How do we
multiply
algebraic terms?

How do we
substitute values
into expressions?

How do we
collect like terms
by adding and
subtracting?

Example
a) 3 × 𝑎 = 3𝑎
b) 𝑏 × 7 = 7𝑏
When multiplying multiple variables together,
the convention is that we write these in
alphabetical order
c) 𝑎 × 𝑏 × 𝑐 = 𝑎𝑏𝑐
Substitute the following values into the
expression 3𝑥 + 5
a) 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 = 2
= 3(2) + 5
= 6+5
= 11
b) 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 = −1
= 3(−1) + 5
=−3 + 5
=2
a) 3𝑥 + 5𝑥 = 8𝑥
b) 8𝑦 + 7𝑦 − 2𝑦 = 13𝑦
c) 3𝑧 − 𝑧 = 2𝑧
d) 4𝑎 + 5𝑏 + 2𝑎 − 3𝑏 = 6𝑎 + 2𝑏
e) 4𝑏 + 2𝑏 + 𝑏 + 9𝑏 + 3 = 5𝑏 + 11𝑏 + 3

How do we use
distribution to
expand single
brackets?

a) 3(𝑎 + 4) = 3𝑎 + 12
b) 2(4𝑒 − 5) = 8𝑒 − 10
c) 𝑔(𝑔 + 2) = 𝑔 + 2𝑔

How do we
factorise linear
expressions?

Find the highest common factor (HCF) of
both terms, then divide both terms by the
HCF
a) 4𝑐 + 12 = 4(𝑐 + 3)
b) 6𝑠 + 9 = 3(2𝑠 + 2)
c) 𝑚 + 6𝑚 = 𝑚(𝑚 + 6)
Michael is 𝑥 years old. Jenny is twice as old as
Michael. The sum of their ages is 57. How old
is Michael?
If Michael is 𝑥 years old,
then Jenny is 2𝑥 years old (twice as old)
If the sum of their ages is 57
Then 𝑥 + 2𝑥 = 57
3𝑥 = 57
𝑥=
𝑥 = 19

How can we form
equations from
worded
information?

How should we
preserve equality
by balancing
equations?

a) 𝑥 − 5 = 12
𝑥 = 12 + 5
𝒙 = 𝟏𝟕
b) 5𝑥 = 30
𝑥=
𝒙=𝟔
c) = 4
𝑥 = 4(8)
𝒙 = 𝟑𝟐

d) 3𝑥 + 10 = 43
3𝑥 = 43 − 10
3𝑥 = 33
𝑥=
𝒙 = 𝟏𝟏
e) 6𝑥 − 7 = 11
6𝑥 = 11 + 7
6𝑥 = 18
𝑥=
𝒙=𝟑

Practice Question
1) Simplify 3𝑝 × 2𝑞
(a) 6 + 𝑝𝑞
(b) 5𝑝𝑞
(c) 6𝑝𝑞
(d) 5 + 𝑝𝑞

Hegarty
Clip No:
158

2) Let 𝑎 = 8 and 𝑏 = 3
Work out the value of 3𝑎 − 𝑏
(a) 35
(b) 27
(c) 21
(d) 1

780, 781,
782

3) Simplify 5𝑐 + 19 − 2𝑐 − 12

156, 157

(a) 3𝑐 − 7
(b) 7𝑐 − 7
(c) 7𝑐 + 31
(d) 3𝑐 + 7
4) Expand 5𝑎(3𝑎 − 2𝑏)

160

(a) 15𝑎 − 2𝑏
(b) 15𝑎 − 10𝑎𝑏
(c) 15𝑎 − 2𝑏
(d) 15𝑎 − 10𝑏
5) Factorise 4𝑥 + 𝑥
(a) 𝑥(4 + 𝑥)
(b) 𝑥 (4𝑥 + 1)
(c) 𝑥(4 + 1)
(d) Cannot be factorised
6) Sally the electrician charges a call-out
fee of £40 and then £15 for every hour
that the job takes.

168

176

If a job takes 𝑛 hours, which equation can
be formed to help work out the cost (𝐶) of
hiring Sally?
(a) 𝐶 = 15𝑛
(b) 𝐶 = 65𝑛
(c) 𝐶 = 40 + 15𝑛
(d) 𝐶 = 40𝑛 + 15
Solve 6𝑥 − 15 = 33
(a) 𝑥 = 3
(b) 𝑥 = 48
(c) 𝑥 = 8
(d) 𝑥 = −3

Answers: (1) C (2) C (3) D (4) B (5) A (6) C (7) D (8) C

179

Particles Knowledge Organiser Autumn Term C1.1
9

1
2
3
4

5

6
7

8

The Three States of Matter
What are the three states of Solid, Liquid and Gas
matter?
What is made of particles? All matter is made from tiny particles.
Everything!
What does the
The arrangement of particles affects the
arrangement of the
properties of the substance
particles affect?
The three states of matter
can be represented by a
simple model, in which the
Solid
liquid
gas
particles are represented
by small circles. Draw
Solid
Liquid
Gas
them.
The Particle Model
Describe how particles are
Particles in a solid are arranged in a
arranged when a substance
regular pattern and touch each other.
is solid
They can not move away from each as
they do not have enough energy to
overcome the forces of attraction
but they constantly vibrate on the
spot.
Describe how particles are
Particles in a liquid are arranged
arranged when a substance
randomly, are touching and move
is liquid
freely around each other but not apart.
Describe how particles are
Particles in a gas are arranged
arranged when a substance
randomly, do not touch and move
is gas
freely in any direction, only touching if
they collide.
Some substances expand
Some substances expand when heated.
when heated. Explain why
This is because when heated, particles
this is.
have more energy. They vibrate more.
The space between particles is bigger.

10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18

19

Changing State
What happens to the
Changes of state involve the
particles when a change of
rearrangement of particles. The
state happens?
particles themselves do not change.
Describe what happens
A substance melts when it changes
when a substance melts.
from a solid to a liquid.
Explain what happens
When a solid melts, the particles gain
when a substance melts.
energy from the surroundings, so they
begin to vibrate faster. The particles
move away from their places in the
arrangement and start to move around
more.
Describe what happens
A substance freezes when it changes
when a substance freezes.
from a liquid to a solid
Explain what happens
When a liquid starts to freeze, its
when a substance freezes.
particles move more slowly as they lose
energy to the surroundings. The
particles form a regular
arrangement and vibrate on the spot.
At what temperature do
Melting and freezing of a substance
substances melt and freeze? happens at a certain temperature called
the melting point
Describe what happens
A substance boils when it changes
when a substance boils.
from a liquid to a gas
Explain what happens
During boiling, a liquid is heated.
when a substance boils.
The particles gain energy. They
move further apart. This forms a
gas.
Describe what happens
A substance condenses when it
when a substance
changes from a gas to a liquid
condenses.
Explain what happens
During condensation, a gas cools. The
when a substance
particles lose energy. They move
condenses.
closer together until they are
touching. This forms a liquid.
At what temperature do
Boiling and condensing take place at
substances condense and
the boiling point.
boil?

Cells Knowledge Organiser Autumn Term B1.1

Gas Pressure
28 What causes gas pressure?

Diffusion
Diffusion is the movement of
particles from a high concentration
to a low concentration.

20 What is diffusion?
21

22
23
24

Draw what you would
expect to
see
after
2
mins.
Describe why diffusion
only happens in liquids
and gases.
How would heating
something affect the speed
of diffusion?
When a substance boils,
we see bubbles. What do
they contain?,

Diffusion happens in liquids and
gases because particles are free to move
Diffusion happens faster when the
particles in a liquid or gas are moving
faster after heating
When boiling occurs, Bubbles of the
substance rise up to the surface and
escape into the air. The bubbles do not
contain air.

29

What would be the effect
on the pressure if the
container size is increased?

30 The deeper under water
you go does the pressure
increase or decrease?
31 When a substance is under
high pressure, why does it
have a smaller volume?
32 What causes gas pressure?

Gas pressure happens because of
particles colliding with the walls of a
container
Increasing the size of the container
decreases the gas pressure as there will be
less collisions.
The deeper underwater you travel, the
greater the pressure.
Greater pressure compresses gas
particles so they are closer together and
have a smaller volume
Gas pressure happens because of
particles colliding with the walls of a
container

Density
33 Define density

Density is defined as the mass per unit
volume of a substance.

34 What is the equation to
calculate density? <3

Density = mass ÷ volume

Variables
25

What is a variable?

A variable is anything that can change or be
changed.

26 What is the
independent variable
defined as?

The independent variable (IV) is the
variable you change (the variable you want
to investigate)

27

The dependent variable (DV) is the
variable you measure because it depends on
the IV

What is the
dependent variable
defined as?

35

How do we calculate
volume of a substance?

volume = length x width x height
3

(cm )
36 If an object is irregular,
describe how we can
calculate it’s volume?

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

The displaced water in the cylinder
occupies the same amount of space as
the irregular object. The volume of
water in the graduated cylinder is
equal to the volume of the object.

Forces Knowledge Organiser Autumn Term C1.1

1

What is a force?

2

What affect might a force
have on an object?
Describe what a contact
force is and give some
examples.

3

4

5
6

7

8
9

Describe what a noncontact force is and give
some examples.

Forces have a size and…
We can draw diagrams to
represent forces acting on
an object. Wat are they
called?

Forces
A force is an interaction (e.g. a push,
pull or twist) between 2 objects.
A force can change an object’s shape,
speed or direction.
Contact forces need the objects to be
touching.
Examples of contact forces include: drag
forces, friction, air resistance,
tension and normal contact forces
Non-contact forces can act at a
distance. They do not need the objects to
be touching.
Examples of non-contact forces include:
gravity, electrostatic attraction and
magnetism.
Forces have size and direction.
Forces acting on one object are
represented by free-body force
diagrams using arrows to show the
direction and size

Balanced and Unbalanced Forces
Describe what balanced
Forces are balanced only when forces
forces are.
acting on the same object are equal in
size but opposite
in direction.
What happens to an objects
when it experiences balanced
forces?
What happens to an object
that experiences
unbalanced forces?

10 What is the unit for Force?

An object’s motion or shape does not
change if the forces are balanced.
Unbalanced forces
change an object’s
shape, speed or
direction.
The unit of force is Newton (N).

11

When forces are balanced
When forces are balanced the resultant
what is the resultant
force is 0N
force?
12 Forces always act in
If object A exerts a force on object B,
interaction pairs. If object then B exerts a force on A.
A exerts a force on object B,
then B exerts……
Deformation
13 Define deformation
Changing the shape of an object
14 Give an example of a
deformation that you have
investigated in class?
The extension of a spring
15

What causes the extension
of a spring to increase?
16 Can you draw a scientific
diagram for the method to
investigate extension of a
spring?

The extension is larger when more force
(weight) is added.

17

Name the force exerted on
a rope, chain, or string.

Tension.

18

18. Drag forces occur in
fluids. What is a fluid?
19. Give two examples of
drag forces.

19

20 20. What contact force
happens in solids?
21 21. Drag forces and friction
are caused by interaction
of 2 objects doing what?
22 22. Drag forces and
friction act in the opposite
…… to the……….

Diffusion
Fluids are liquids and gases.
Drag forces include water resistance and
air resistance.
Friction occurs between solids.
Drag forces and friction are caused by
interaction of 2 objects moving or trying
to move over one another.
Drag forces and friction act in the
opposite direction to motion

Year 7 Art - Term 2 - The Visual Elements
Shape and Space

Line and Texture

Shape

The external form, contours, or outline of something

Space

Space in a work of art refers to a feeling of depth and the Drypoint
Etching
area around the main subject

Proportion

The size of one thing compared to another.

Contour

An outline representing the shape

Grid

Artists use grids to help them draw accurately or scale up

Outline

The edge of a shape drawn with a line.

Positive Space

The space occupied by the main objects is known as
positive space.

Sketch

A light loose drawing.

Negative Space

The area around the main objects in a work of art

Scumbling

A mark making technique created by circling a pen or pencil

Hatch

Using lines to shade artwork. Lines do not cross

Tone and Volume

Mark Making

Making marks with a tool for visual effect.
A type of print made by scratching an image into a surface and
pushing ink into the lines.

Tone

The lightness or darkness of something

Cross Hatch

Using lines that cross to shade an artwork

Volume

Volume is the representation of mass in an art work or a
sculpture. A 3D object or shape has volume

Continuous
Line

A line that continues. I.e in a continuous line drawing we don't
take our pen off the page.

HB

A good pencil for general use and sketching

Stippling

Using dots to create tone and texture in an artwork

4B

A soft pencil for darker softer lines and shading

Art and Artists

2H

A hard pencil for sharp, light lines

Still life

An artwork of anything that doesn't move or is dead.

Mid Tone

The middle tone. I.e not really dark or really light

Georgio
Morandi

(1890 – 1964)
An Italian painter and printmaker who specialized in still life.

Highlight

Where light hits an object it forms highlights where it
directly touches the object.

Vincent Van
Gogh

(1853 -1890) A Dutch painter who became one of the most
famous and influential figures in Western art history

Shadow

The shaded part of a picture.

Charcoal

Burnt blackened wood used for drawing
1

Key terms
Orbit
Seafloor
planet
landmass

ocean
continent
Pangea
crust
core
mantle
molten
atmosphere
troposphere
stratosphere

mesosphere
habitable

Geography knowledge organiser
Definition
Core knowledge
when one object goes around the
other in a circle. E.g. Earth orbits the
sun.
the land at the bottom of the ocean.
a large round object in space that
goes around the sun or another star.
a very large area of land in one piece.

Test yourself

large areas of Earth’s surface
covered in water.
large chunks of Earth’s land raised up
above the level of water.
the supercontinent that existed 250
million years ago.
the outermost layer of Earth
containing the land of continents
and the seafloor.
the innermost layer of Earth made of
extremely hot metals.
the layer beneath the crust made of
hot molten(melted) rock.
rock or metal that is melted due to
heat.
a thick layer of gas around Earth.
the layer of the atmosphere closest
to Earth’s surface.
the second layer of the atmosphere,
above the troposphere.

the third layer of the atmosphere,
above the stratosphere.
providing conditions that are good
enough to live in.

outer space

the part of space that is very far
away from Earth.

oxygen

a gas in the atmosphere that animals
need to live.

carbon dioxide

a gas in the atmosphere that plants
need to live.

water cycle

the movement of water through
land, ocean, and atmosphere.

How old is the
Earth?
How many Ocean
are there> What
are they called?
How many
continents are
there? What are
they called?
How much of
Earth’s surface is
covered in water?
How many years
ago was there a
super continent
called Pangea?
How many layers
make up the
Earth’s
atmosphere? What

4.5 billion years old
5 oceans; Southern Ocean, Atlantic
Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Indian Ocean,
Arctic Ocean
7 continents; Asia, Africa, South
America, North America, Europe,
Oceania and Antarctica
70%
250 million years ago

3; troposphere, stratosphere and
mesosphere

water vapour

water in the form of gas.

order do they go
in?
Why is the
atmosphere
important?






evaporation

when liquid changes to gas.

condensation

when gas changes to liquid.

precipitation

when water falls as rain or snow.

What is the global
population?
How long has
there been a rapid
increase in global
population?
Why has global
population
increased?

Over the last 200 years.






freshwater

water that is not salty e.g. water in a
river or a lake.

sanitation

taking dirty water and waste away to
protect people’s health.

dense

close together in an area, or many in
an amount.
spread out over a large area, or few
in an amount.

sparse

culture

rights
LIC – Low
Income Country
Development

choropleth map

distribution

Contains gases vital for life e.g.
oxygen that animals need to
breathe and carbon dioxide for
plants to make their own food.
Carbon dioxide also traps heat,
keeping the planet warm enough
for life.
Holds water as vapour, preventing it
from escaping into space.
7.9 billion

Cleaner water for drinking and
washing.
Medical improvements e.g.
medicines, vaccines.
Improved nutrition leading to
healthier living.
Improved sanitation e.g. pipes to
take away human waste.

How much of the
global population
live by the coast?
Why?
Why do people
move from the
countryside to the
city?
urban

40%; The land is flat and easy to build
on.
It is a good place for trade, creating jobs



an urban area is a town or a city.

countryside



a shared way of life between a large
group of people e.g. food and
customs.
things you should be able to do or
ask for without fear of punishment.
a country where the average income
per person is less than $1,000 per
year.
how a country is improving e.g. in
wealth and quality of life.

trade



land away from towns or cities.
Often use for farming or left for
natural beauty.
buying and selling things, often
between countries.

Coast



the area of land near the sea.

quality of life



the ability to have a comfortable,
healthy and happy life.

HIC – High Income
Country



a type of map where colour is used
to show data. The darker the colour
the higher the value.
how something is spread out.

MIC – Middle
Income Country



a country where the average
income per person is more than
$12,700 per year.
a country where the average
income per person is between
$1,000 and $12,700 pe year.

Better quality of life; jobs, healthcare,
education

History – Contested power, contested land
Key events
1. 1065 – King Harold
2. 1066 – Norman
Conquest
3. 25th December 1066
– William’s
coronation
4. 1066 - London
Charter
5. 1071 - Harrying of
the North
6. 1086 - Domesday
Book
7. 1095 – The First
Crusade
8. 1099 – The siege of
Jerusalem

Key terms
Harold Godwinson is crowned king of England after
Edward the Confessor’s death
William I invades England and defeats King Harold at
the Battle of Hastings
William is crowned King of England at Westminster
Abbey on Christmas Day

9. Castles

William publishes the London Charter, which promises
the citizens of London the same rights they had under
Edward the Confessor
A rebellion in the North of England is brutally put
down. Villages are burnt, rebels killed, and crops burnt.

12. Bayeux Tapestry

A tapestry made by the Normans that tells the
story of the Norman conquest of England

13. Byzantine
Empire

William I orders his administrators to compile a record
of who owns what land in England so that he can tax
his subjects
Alexios appeals to Pope Urban II for help against the
Seljuk Turks. The Pope calls a crusade to reclaim
Jerusalem from the Seljuks.
Crusaders capture Jerusalem. Men, women and
children are killed in the slaughter that follows

14. Seljuk Turks

The empire that grew out of the Eastern half of
the Roman Empire. Its capital was
Constantinople
A powerful new Muslim empire that emerged in
the 11th century in Asia

10. Tenant-in-chief
11. Sub-tenant

15. Pechenegs
16. Jerusalem
17. Crusaders

Key individuals
18. Edward the
Confessor
21. Hereward the Wake
22. Robert Guiscard

King of England from 1042-1066, who caused a
succession crisis because he had no children

21. Alexios
Komnenos

An Englishman who led a rebellion against the
Normans in 1071.
Robert the ‘crafty’, who conquered and ruled Sicily for
the Normans. He later leads an attack against the
Byzantine Empire

22. Sulayman
23. Malik-Shah I

William I built castles across England. They were
22 miles apart – a days march for a soldier.
A landowner who holds his land directly from
the king.
A landowner who holds his land from a tenantin-chief

A tribe of nomads who traded cattle and sheep.
The tribe was nearly wiped by Alexios’ forces in
1091.
Holy city where Jesus Christ died. Jerusalem had
been taken over by the Seljuk Turks by 1071
The 80,000 Christians who fought to reclaim
Jerusalem from the Seljuk Turks
A general in the Byzantine army who takes
overthrows the Emperor and takes control of
the Byzantine Empire for himself
Seljuk general who promised to support Alexios
and protect him from other Seljuk generals
The Sultan (ruler) of the Seljuk Turks who
formed an alliance with Alexios Komnenos

Music – Year 7 – Stomp and Sing – Knowledge Organiser
Rhythm, Tempo and Metre

Instruments and Voices

Pulse

The steady beat.

Percussion

Instruments that are sounded by being struck or scraped by a beater, a hand or
another similar instrument.

Rhythm

The patterns produced by notes and rests
of various lengths.

Untuned
percussion

Percussion instruments that cannot play notes of named pitch. They do not play
C, D, E etc.

Tempo

The speed of the music. This can be
measured in beats per minute.

Body
percussion

Using different parts of the body to create sound. Clapping, stomping, fingerclicking and patting are examples of body percussion.

Metre

The number of beats per bar.

Structure

Crotchet

1-beat note

Intro

Short for introduction. The opening section of a piece of music.

Minim

2-beat note

Outro

The closing section of a piece of music.

Semibreve

4-beat note

Texture

Quavers

½ beat notes

Unison

When everyone sings or plays the same part at the same time. This can be in
octaves.

Semiquavers

¼ beat notes

Canon

Performers play exactly the same music but with each beginning at a different
time. Vocal canons can be rounds.

Rest

A ‘silence’ of a determined length.

Polyrhythmic

Many rhythms performed at the same time; ‘poly’ means ‘many’.

Count-in

A verbal, instrumental or visual cue before
music begins, setting the tempo, mood
and indicating the number of beats per
bar.

Compositional Devices
Groove

A repeated pattern in Western popular music.

Ostinato

A repeating pattern in Western classical music. There are two types of ostinato,
rhythmic and melodic.

Religion and Philosophy - Biblical Literacy - Old Testament
Vocabulary
Genesis
Israelites
Old Testament
Atheist
Interpretation
Literalism
Myth
The Fall of Humanity
The Garden of Eden
Original Sin
Sin
Sacrifice
Covenant
Circumcise
Descendants
Faith
Bless
The Twelve Tribes of
Israel
River Nile

Burning bush
The Exodus
The Red Sea
The Ten Plagues
Adultery
Covet
Promised Land
Sabbath

People

The first book in the Bible. It literally means 'origin'
The name given to Abraham’s descendants, who are chosen by God to be a
great nation and have their own land
The first part of the Bible written between 800 BCE and 165 BCE. Some
versions contains 39 books, others 46 books
Someone who does not believe in God or gods
How something is understood
A factual interpretation of the whole Bible as historically and scientifically
accurate
A story that is not historically true, but which contains spiritual truth
Adam and Eve's disobedience towards God by eating the forbidden fruit
bringing sin and evil into the world
The garden created by God for Adam and Eve to live in
The Christian belief that everybody is born with a desire to do wrong
Disobeying God
Giving up an animal or other farming product and dedicating it to God as a
way of thanking him, saying sorry or asking for protection
An agreement or promise between God and people
To remove a male’s foreskin
A future relation e.g. a child or child's child
Trust in God
To award God's protection and favour to someone

Adam

The first man in the Bible

Eve

The first woman in the Bible

Cain

Adam and Eve’s son who murders his brother Abel

Abel

Adam and Eve’s son, who is murdered by his brother Cain

Noah

A man called by God to build an ark to save him from the flood

Abraham

A man who God promised to make the ‘father of a great
nation’

Isaac

Abraham’s son, who God tells Abraham to sacrifice as a test of
faith

Jacob

Isaac’s son, who has his own twelve sons

Esau

Isaac’s son, Jacob’s brother

Joseph

A son of Jacob who was sold into slavery in Egypt by his
brothers because of the dreams he has about them

Potiphar

A man who Joseph worked for in Egypt

The name given to the families and descendants of Jacob’s sons

Joshua

The river in Egypt that Moses was rescued from as a baby

Samson
King Saul

The bush from which God speaks to Moses
The Israelites journey out of Egypt where they were slaves
A narrow sea that lies between Africa and Asia; in Exodus, the sea is
parted so the Israelites can cross it safely and escape the Egyptians
Ten disasters sent to the Egyptians by God
Cheating on the person to whom you are married
To crave something that belongs to someone else
The land of Canaan, which God promised to give to the Israelites
A day of rest

The Ten Commandments

Ten rules given by God to Moses on Mount Sinai for the Israelites to follow

Baal
Philistines
Prophet
Exile
Messiah
Jew

A god worshipped by Canaanite tribes
A tribe who fought against the Israelites
A messenger from God
Being forced to live outside the country of your birth
A saviour, or rescuer, sent by God
The name given to the Israelites’ descendants today

Moses

David

The man God called to lead the Israelites out of Egypt and to
whom God revealed the Ten Commandments
The man who took over from Moses to lead the Israelites into
the promised land
One of the judges, who was extremely strong
The first king of Israel, who tried to kill David
A shepherd who defeated Goliath and later became the second
King of Israel
A giant Philistine man who is killed by David
A woman with whom David commits adultery

Goliath
Bathsheba
Uriah the
An army officer married to Bathsheba
Hittite
Nathan the
A messenger sent to speak to David after he sins
Prophet
The third king and David’s son who built the Temple in
Solomon
Jerusalem
Elijah
A prophet who challenges the prophets of Baal to a contest
King Ahab The king during the time of Elijah
King Ahab’s wicked wife, who threatened the prophets
Jezebel
including Elijah
Nebuchad The King of Babylon who made the Israelites worship a gold
nezzar
statue of him, when they are in exile

French
Mon anniversaire est le cinq décembre et
J’habite à Acton.

Quelle est la date de
ton anniversaire ?
Mon anniversaire
est le…
janvier
février
mars
avril
mai
juin
juillet
août
septembre
octobre
novembre
décembre
Où habites-tu?
J'habite à Acton.

When is your birthday?
My birthday is the…
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Where do you live?
I live in Acton.

Maintenant, j’ai les cheveux châtains et je porte
des lunettes
cependant, avant, j’avais les cheveux blonds.
Aussi, ma belle-sœur a les yeux bleus
mais, j’ai les yeux marron.

My birthday is the fifth of December and
I live in Acton.

1 – un /1st – premier
2- deux
3-trois
4- quatre
5- cinq
6- six
07-sept
8- huit
9- neuf
10- dix
11- onze
12- douze
13- treize
14- quatorze
15- quinze
16- seize
17-dix-sept
18- dix-huit
19- dix-neuf
20- vingt

21- vingt-et-un
22- vingt-deux
23- vingt-trois
24- vingt-quatre
25- vingt-cinq
26- vingt-six
27- vingt-sept
28- vingt-huit
29- vingt-neuf
30- trente
31- trente-et-un

Now I have light-brown hair and I wear glasses
however, before I had blonde hair.
Also, my stepsister has blue eyes
but I have brown eyes.

Décris-toi

Describe yourself

J’ai les cheveux…

I have hairs…

Décris un membre
de ta famille
j’ai les yeux…
il a les yeux…
elle a les yeux…
noirs
marron
verts
bleus
je porte…
il porte…
elle porte…
des lunettes
des tresses
un voile

Describe a member of
your family
I have the eyes…
He has the eyes….
She has the eyes….
Black
Brown
Green
Blue
I wear…
He wears…
She wears…
Glasses
Braids
A headscarf

Il a les cheveux….

He has hairs…

Elle a les cheveux…
noirs
bruns
châtains
roux
blonds
courts
mi-longs
longs
en brosse
raides
ondulés
frisés
crépus

She has hairs…
black
(dark) brown
(light) brown
red
blond
short
medium-length
long
very short
straight
wavy
curly
afro

Dans ma famille il y a quatre personnes :
ma belle-mère, mon père, ma belle-sœur et moi.
Je dirais que je suis très généreuse

There are four people in my family:
my step-mum, my dad, my stepsister and me.
I would say that I am very generous

Dans ma famille il y a quatre personnes :
ma belle-mère, mon père, ma belle-sœur et moi.
Je dirais que je suis très généreuse
mais je m’entends mal avec mon père parce
qu’il est têtu.

There are four people in my family:
my step-mum, my dad, my stepsister and me.
I would say that I am very generous
but I get on badly with my father as he is stubborn.

Combien de
personnes y-a-t-il
dans ta famille?
Comment es-tu?
Comment est ta
famille?
Dans ma famille, il y
a…personnes.
J’aime
Je m’entends bien
avec…
Je n’aime pas…
Je ne m’entends pas
bien avec…
Je m’entends mal
avec…
mon grand-père
mon père
mon beau-père
mon frère
mon oncle
mon cousin
ma grand-mère
ma mère
ma belle-mère
ma sœur
ma tante
ma cousine

How many people are in
your family?

parce que

because

How are you (what are
you like)?
How is your family?
(What are they like?)
In my family there
are…people

je suis

I am

je ne suis pas

I am not

il est

he is

I like
I get on well with…

il n’est pas
elle est

he is not
she is

I don’t like…
I don’t get on well
with…
I get on badly with…

elle n’est pas
amusant/amusante

she is not
fun

fort/forte

strong

my grandad
my dad
my step dad
my brother
my uncle
my cousin (m)
my grandma
my mum
my step mum
my sister
my aunt
my cousin (f)

généreux/généreuse
honnête
intelligent/intelligente
sympa
timide
égoïste
ennuyeux/ennuyeuse
méchant/méchante
têtu/têtue
autoritaire
impatient/impatiente

generous
honest
clever
nice/kind
shy
selfish
boring
mean
stubborn
authoritarian
impatient

Spanish
Mi cumpleaños es el cinco de diciembre

My birthday is the fifth of December

Vivo en Acton.

I live in Acton.

¿Cuál es la fecha de
tu cumpleaños?
Mi cumpleaños es
el…de…
enero
febrero
marzo
abril
mayo
junio
julio
agosto
septiembre
octubre
noviembre
diciembre
¿Dónde vives?
Vivo en Acton.

When is your birthday?
My birthday is the…of…
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Where do you live?
I live in Acton.

Ahora tengo el pelo castaño y llevo gafas
sin embargo, antes tenía el pelo rubio.
También, mi hermanastra tiene los ojos azules
pero yo tengo los ojos marrones.

1 – uno /1st – primero
2- dos
3-tres
4- cuatro
5- cinco
6- seis
07-siete
8- ocho
9- nueve
10- diez
11- once
12- doce
13- trece
14- catorce
15- quince
16- dieciséis
17-diecisiete
18- dieciocho
19- diecinueve
20- veinte

21- veintiuno
22- veintidós
23- veintitrés
24- veinticuatro
25- veinticinco
26- veintiséis
27- veintisiete
28- veintiocho
29- veintinueve
30- treinta
31- treinta y uno

Now I have light-brown hair and I wear glasses
however, before I had blonde hair.
Also, my stepsister has blue eyes
but I have brown eyes.

Descríbete

Describe yourself

tengo el pelo…

I have hair…

Describe un miembro
de tu familia
Tengo los ojos…
Tiene los ojos…

Describe a member of
your family
I have the eyes…
He/she has the eyes….

tiene el pelo…

He/she has hair…

negros
marrones
verdes
azules
llevo…
lleva…

Black
Brown
Green
Blue
I wear…
He wears…

gafas
trenzas
un pañuelo

Glasses
Braids
A headscarf

negro
moreno
castaño
pelirrojo
rubio
corto
a media melena
largo
rapado
liso
ondulado
rizado
afro

black
(dark) brown
(light) brown
red
blond
short
medium-length
long
very short
straight
wavy
curly
afro

Hay cuatro personas en mi familia:
mi madrastra, mi padre, mi hermanastra y yo.
Diría que soy muy generosa
pero me llevo mal con mi padre ya que es terco.
¿Cuántas personas
hay en tu familia?
¿Cómo eres tú?

There are four people in my family:
my step-mum, my dad, my stepsister and me.
I would say that I am very generous
but I get on badly with my father as he is stubborn.
porque

because

soy

I am

no soy

I am not

En mi familia hay ….
personas.

How many people are in
your family?
How are you (what are
you like)?
How is your family?
(What are they like?)
In my family there
are…people

es

he is

Me gusta
Me llevo bien con…
No me gusta…
No me llevo bien
con…
Me llevo mal con…
Mi abuelo
Mi padre
Mi padrastro
Mi hermano
Mi tío
Mi primo
Mi abuela
Mi madre
Mi madrastra
Mi hermana
Mi tía
Mi prima

I like
I get on well with…
I don’t like…
I don’t get on well
with…
I get on badly with…
my grandad
my dad
my step dad
my brother
my uncle
my cousin (m)
my grandma
my mum
my step mum
my sister
my aunt
my cousin (f)

no es

he is not

divertido/divertida

fun

fuerte
generoso/generosa
honesto/honesta
inteligente
simpático/simpática
tímido/tímida
egoísta
aburrido/aburrida
antipático/antipática
terco/terca
autoritario/autoritaria
impaciente

strong
generous
honest
clever
nice/kind
shy
selfish
boring
unkind
stubborn
authoritarian
impatient

¿Cómo es tu familia?

